THE DESIRE FOR PSYCHOANALYSIS OR “THE EXPANSION OF THE ANALYTIC ACT”

This theme, “the desire for psychoanalysis”, aims at the presence of psychoanalysis in current discourse which we usually refer to as “extension”. However, according to Lacan’s definition of the term, it is not a matter of the circulation of discourse about psychoanalysis, or even of the multiplication of self-declared psychoanalysts, but “the expansion of the act”. This is necessary if there are speakers to be analysed. In other words, it concerns our theme of psychoanalysis “in intension”, inseparable from its “horizon” of extension, since it is “in act” that it is differentiated from the field of polymorphous psychotherapies.

PROGRAM
The program was established following the two nominations of AS in February, whom we will be hearing for the first time, and after taking all the organs of the School into account.

7:00-9:00 am REGISTRATION
9:00 OPENING REMARKS: Ricardo Rojas
I. PRESENTATION FROM THE TWO NEW AS
9h.30. Chair for the session, Sol Aparicio, ICG 2014/2016
Marie Noëlle Jacob Duvernet (France) and Vera Iaconelli (Brazil).

11h/11h30 BREAK

II. THE DESIRE FOR PSYCHOANALYSIS
In each of the three sections, we will hear five brief presentations. (6000 signs, spaces included)
11h30/13h00 Chair of the session, Colette Soler, ICG 2014/2016

- The function of the procedure of the Pass in the desire for psychoanalysis.
Pedro Pablo Arévalo, AS Venezuela, Sonia Alberti, Brazil, ICG 2014/2016, Ramón Miralpeix. (Esp.)
13h00/14h30 LUNCH
14h30/16h00 Chair of the session, Nadine Cordova, AS, France, ICG 2014/16.
   - The desire for psychoanalysis in the treatment
16h00/16h30 Break
16h30/18h00 Chair of the session, Gabriel Lombardi, Buenos Aires, ICG 2014/16
   - The desire for psychoanalysis outside the treatment
18h00 Closing remarks by the CIOS
18h30 WELLCOME COCKTAIL Hall Auditorium FUNDADORES – Block 28

IX INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS
JULY 15TH, 2016.
Auditorium FUNDADORES – Block 28
(French, Portuguese, English, Italian, Spanish)
MEETING ROOM #2 Auditorium BLOCK 38 – 103 (French, Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: ELISABETE THAMER (Fr.) y HELOISA RAMIREZ (Br.)
LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEAN KNOT
- Ana Laura Prates (Brazil) The Lacanian heresy and the up-dating of the Oedipus complex in contemporary bonds.
- Maria Helena Martinho (Brazil) The link of the signifier in the body.
- Frédéric Pellion (France) Knowledge Truth.
- Pablo Peusner (Argentina) In the psychoanalytic clinic with children there is no sexual proportion either, but we are linked by the graph of discourse... or is that not the case?

12:30 – 13:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #3 BLOCK 38 – 125 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: LIA SILVEIRA (Br) y GLORIA PATRICIA PELAÉZ (Col)
LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEAN KNOT
- Silvia Quesada (Argentina) A Metapsychological Explanation of Terror
- Delma Fonseca (Brazil) Truth, impotence’s little sister.
- Maria Vitoria Bittencourt (Brazil) The origins of the social bond: from the organism to the speakingbeing.
- Josep Monseny (Spain) The cat’s purr and Lacan’s hand.

12:30 – 13:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #4 BLOCK 29 – 203 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: GLAUCIA NAGEM (Br.) y BEATRIZ ZULUAGA (Col.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION (Family)
- Lenita Duarte (Brazil) Jouissance in conjugal unlinkings: what is the place for the child?
- Margarita Mesa (Colombia) Family secrets: linking and unlinking.
- Gerogina Cerquise (Brazil) Old age: linkings and unlinkings of libido.
- Rosane Melo (Brazil) Childhood: linkings and unlinkings.

12:30 – 13:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #5 BLOCK 27 – 101 FABRICATO (Italian, Spanish)
CHAIR: ISABELLA GRANDE (It.) y ANA ALONSO (Esp.)
CLINIC OF THE COUPLE
- Florencia Farías (Argentina) Dis-couples/dis-parate: the love-symptom.
- Maria Domenica Padula (Italy) The real of difference in the identity of the symptom.
- Esteban Ruiz (Colombia) Some modalities of love and the sadomasochistic drive.
- Matías Buttini (Argentina) Un-linkings of the analyst: is that what it is about?

12:30 – 13:00 Discussion
MEETING ROOM #6 BLOCK 27 – 204 (English, Spanish)
CHAIR: NATE KOSER (USA) y MAILEEN SOUCHET (P.R.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION
- Carmenza Hincapié (Colombia) The life of women.
- Gabriela Zorzutti (USA) The effects of the analytic linking in the cause of psychoanalysis.
- Esther Faye (Australia) Uses of the body and the social link.
- Alicia Donghi (Argentina) Bonds in the process of being recycled.
12:30 – 13:00 Discussion

13:00 – 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 – 15:30 SIMULTANEOUS SESSIONS – SECOND SEQUENCE
MEETING ROOM #1 FUNDADORES – BLOCK 28 (French, Portuguese, Spanish)
CLINIC OF THE COUPLE: Analysand and analyst
CHAIR: IRENE TU-TON (Fr.) y SANDRA MARA NUNES (Br.)
- Martine Mènes (France) Un couple inséparable... (An inseparable couple...)
- Daniella Ferri (Argentina) The promise of dissolution as the possibility of a link. The paradox of the community of the disperse and disparate ones.
- Bernard Lapinalie (France) Linking and unlinking of the analyst in the treatment.
- Ricardo Rojas (Colombia) The unlinkings of the transferential couple.
15:30 – 16:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #2 BLOCK 38 – 103 (French, Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: AGNÉS METTON (Fr.) y OSVALDO COSTA MARTINS (Br.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION
- Vera Pollo (Brasil) Writing a new link?
- Teresa Trias (Spain) The social bond questioned: death tied up with writing.
- Lina Vélez (Colombia) On the social link and its effects on contemporary subjectivity.
- María de los Ángeles Gómez (Puerto Rico) Intertwining of leisure and business.
15:30 – 16:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #3 BLOCK 38 – 125 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: ANGELA DINIS COSTA (Br.) y CAROLINA ROLDÁN (Col.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION (Psychosis)
- Daniela Chatelard (Brazil) Remarks on the apparatuses of jouissance.
- Roberto May (Brazil) What social bond for psychosis?
- Mónica Palacio (Colombia) Possible linkings in psychosis.
- María Luisa Rodríguez (Brazil) The social bond from the wild era: a case of schizophrenia.
15:30 – 16:00 Discussion
MEETING ROOM #4 BLOCK 29 – 203 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: CRISTIAN PRADO (Esp.) y JORGE ESCOBAR (Col.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION
- Clarissa Metzger (Brazil) Sublimation: a link between art and the clinic.
- Viviana Gómez (Argentina) Vicissitudes of the social link.
- Martín Alomo (Argentina) The four discourses: a linking mechanism of disjunction.

15:30 – 16:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #5 Auditorium FABRICATO – BLOCK 27 – 101 (Italian, Spanish)
CHAIR: MANUELA VALCARCEL (Esp.) y SOL APARICIO (Fr.)
LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEAN KNOT (Psychosis)
- Julieta de Battista (Argentina) Desire and jouissance in the young Joyce.
- Juan Guillermo Uribe (Colombia) Dios partener de “Miss” Schreber (God, partner of “Miss” Schreber)
- Ana María Garibaldi (Argentina) On the social bond with a female autistic subject: Claire.
- Gladys Mattalia (Argentina) What is left when language retires?... Still/Encore.

15:30 – 16:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #6 BLOCK27 – 204 (English, Spanish)
CHAIR: DYHALMA N. ÁVILA-LOPEZ (P.R.) Y MARIANA BANCORA (Arg.)
CLINIC OF THE COUPLE: Analysand and analyst
- Susan Schwartz (Australia) Putting love to the test.
- Silvana Castro (Argentina) Psychoanalysis and the social bond.
- Olga Medina (France) Entry into the real through the fantasy.
- Macario Giraldo (USA) Between Fort-Da and passage à l’acte.

15:30 – 16:00 Discussion

16:00 – 16:30 BREAK
PROGRAM
VTH MEETING OF THE SCHOOL OF PSYCHOANALYSIS
IX INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS

16:30 – 17:30  SIMULTANEOUS SESSIONS – THIRD SEQUENCE

MEETING ROOM #1  BLOCK FUNDADORES (French, Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: SIDI ASKOFARE (Fr.) y ANDREA BRUNETTO. (Br.)

LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEAN KNOT
- Beatriz Oliveira (Brazil) Taking the floor: a link of the speakingbeing?
- Esther Diderot (France) Transference and its knotting effects.
- Sandra Berta (Brazil) Enjoying life: the link of the object a with the sinthome.
- Juan Manuel Uribe (Colombia) The Knot: writing of the real.

17:30 – 18:00  Discussion

MEETING ROOM #2  BLOCK 38 – 103 (French, Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: ZILDA MACHADO (Br.) Y CARLOS GUEVARA (Col. Fr.)

CLINIC OF THE COUPLE
- Isabelle Cholloux (France) Why the purloined letter?
- Vanina Muraro (Argentina) The analytic discourse, a bond supported by incomprehension.
- Kátia Botelho de Carvalho (Brazil) Love as the effect of an analysis.
- David Bernard (France) Not all [of her] for him.

17:30 – 18:00  Discussion

MEETING ROOM #3  BLOCK 38 – 125 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: CARMEN DUEÑAS (Esp.) y SHEILA ABRAMOVITCH (Br.)

LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEAN KNOT
- Silvana Pessoa (Brazil) Materialism: a link of the word with the body.
- Beatriz Maya (Colombia) Interpretation, a link between analytist and analysand.
- Tatiana Assadi (Brazil) Lacanian double edge: Chinese poetry and Borromean knot in psychoanalytic writing.
- Gloria Sadala (Brazil) Poetry and Psychoanalysis: possible links.

17:30 – 18:00  Discussion

MEETING ROOM #4  BLOCK 29 – 203 (Portuguese, Spanish)
CHAIR: VIKY ESTEVES (Ven, Fr.) y ALEJANDRA NOGUERA (Arg)

CLINIC OF THE COUPLE: Analysand and analist
- Bela Malvina (Brazil) What is it, being a psychoanalyst? [“… this knot, one must be it”]
- Pedro Pablo Arévalo (Venezuela) Impact of analysis on love.
- Andréa Hortelio Fernandes (Brazil) Transference love: linking and unlinking.

17:30 – 18:00  Discussion
MEETING ROOM #5 BLOCK 27 – 101 FABRICATO (Italian, Spanish)
CHAIR: TRINIDAD SANCHEZ (Ven. – Esp.) Y ROBERTA GIACCHE (It.)
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION.
- Antonia Imparato (Italy) Not without bonds.
- Cristina Toro (Argentina) The bond questioned: psychoanalysis and politics.
17:30 – 18:00 Discussion

MEETING ROOM #6 BLOCK 27 – 204 (English, Spanish)
CHAIR: ALEJANDRO ROSTAGNOTTO (Arg.) Y DEVRA SIMIU (U.S.A.)
CLINIC OF THE COUPLE: Analysand and analysit
- Wilfried Ver Ecke (USA) A Successful Treatment of a Depressive Episode in six sessions, by means of a Lacanian intervention.
- Ricardo Cababié (Argentina) Traces of a voice: tearing apart of the link.
- Ana Guelman (Israel) From the sand of free association to the crystallisation of a saying.
- Mariel Santos (Argentina) A New Love… a New Name….
17:30 – 18:00 Discussion

IX INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS
SATURDAY 16 JULY 2016
Auditorium Fundadores – Block 28
(French, Portuguese, English, Italian, Spanish)

SECOND PLENARY SESSION
9:00 – 10:20 CHAIR: ANITA IZCOVICH Francia.
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION.
- Maria Anita Carneiro (Brazil) Defusion of the drives in obsessional neuroses.
- Rosa Escapa (Spain) From one link to another.
- Armando Cote (France) Trauma and social bond.
- Diego Mautino (Italy) Exiles.
10:20 – 10:50 Discussion

10:50 – 11:10 BREAK
THIRD PLENARY SESSION
11:10 – 12:30 CHAIR: CHRISTIAN DUNKER Brasil.
THE SOCIAL LINK IN QUESTION.
- Bernard Nominé (France) Must psychoanalysis make the apologia of the link?
- Antonio Quinet (Brazil) Love partnerships and social links.
- Marc Strauss (France) The body of the Other.
- Gabriel Lombardi (Argentina) Unlinkings. Breakdowns and transformations of the social knot.
12:30 – 13:00 Discussion

13:00 – 14:30 LUNCH

FOURTH PLENARY SESSION
CLINIC OF THE COUPLE: Analysand and analist
- Dominique Fingermann (Brazil) Does the saying make a link?
- Françoise Josselin (France) The link of the saying.
- Camila Vidal (Spain) Transference and the end of analysis.
- Luis Izcovich (France) A social link founded on the real.
15:50 – 16:20 Discussion

16:20 – 16:40 BREAK

FIFTH PLENARY SESSION
LANGUAGE, DISCOURSE, AND THE BORROMEO KNOT
16:40 – 17:40 CHAIR: RAMON MIRALPEIX España.
- Marina Severini (Italy) Pivot points. Unknotting and bonds in a clinical case.
- Natacha Vellut (France) Isolating oneself from lalangue, being isolated from language.
- Leonardo Rodríguez (Australia) The imposition of discourse.
17:40 – 18:10 Discussion
18:10 CLOSING REMARKS by Clara Cecilia Mesa
20:00 PARTY!

SUNDAY 17 JULY 2016
Assemblies of the If and the School (members only)
Auditorium Fundadores – Block 28
(French, Portuguese, English, Italian, Spanish)

Lunch at the University (Restaurant El Rancherito) – tickets to be purchased in advance.